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Abstract

Nuclear Resonance Absorption (NRA) has played a

prominent role in nuclear spcctroscopy for almost 5

decades", but found only few and marginal applications

outside the laboratory before 1985. In that year the situation

changed markedly when scientists from this laboratory

proposed2' to the Federal Aviation Administration (PAA) in

the U.S. to study its suitability for detecting explosives in

passenger baggage via nitrogen-specific radiographic imaging

(explosives, as a category, have inordinately high nitrogen

densities). Following a basic feasibility study*' and the First

laboratory demonstration of explosives detection in 1989, this

project has attained the stage of a pre-industrial prototype

that exhibited excellent performance characteristics in a 1993

blind test conducted by the FAA**. In terms of NRA

operational system concept, data taking methodology,

development of dedicated detectors 8t image analysis

algorithms, the Soreq group has made a major, if not

exclusive, contribution over the years7'4'.

Other utilizations of nitrogen-NRA, e.g., in the medical

context (in-vivo total-body and tissue-localized nitrogen

assaying) are currently under scrutiny, as well as feasibility

studies for NRA on other dements, notably carbon and oxygen,

primarily with the view to developing a system for detecting

narcotics concealed in cargo and vehicles. The future of this

field is contingent on the availability of compact, low-cost ion

accelerator!! capable of generating multi-mA particle beams,

needed to produce the resonant radiation via low-energy

nuclear reactions. The existence of nuclear levels with

favourable spectroscopic properties and the development of

resonant-response detectors for each individual element are

usually also of key importance. Thus, the outlook for NRA
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applications is (hat of potential deployment in a number of

important medical, security and industrial quality control

scenarios.

There is a worldwide need for non-invasive, non-destructive

inspection systems capable of revealing the presence of

contraband (e.g., explosives and drugs) in baggage, cargo and

vehicles. The principal techniques in the arena for detecting such

contraband rely mainly on determining physical shapes and sizes

(X-ray radiography), on adapting remote-sensing techniques

(e.g., vapour detection) and on seeking deviations from expected

overall elemental composition & stoichiometry (fast neutron

activation). In terms of the four principal performance

characteristics of field systems - high throughput rate, good

detection sensitivity, low false-alarm rates and low vulnerability

to counter-measures aimed at defeating detection - all these

methods fall substantially short of the operational requirements.

In contrast, one technique that is most promising in the

above respect is Nuclear Resonance Absorption (NRA), an

element-specific, highly-penetrating radiographic imaging

technique14'. It was initially proposed by scientists from Soreq

NRC to the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the

context of detecting explosives in airline baggage via their high

nitrogen density2'. The FAA has sponsored and funded this

project starting from a basic feasibility study launched in 1987

together with Los Alamos National Labotatory (LANL) up to

the stage of constructing a partial field-prototype system at

Soreq. This system underwent extensive Wind tests in 1993 using

an RFQ accelerator at LANL and yielded highly encouraging

results41.

/. Introduction
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Indeed, since 1972 the FAA has sponsored and funded a

substantial R&D program on diverse techniques for detecting

concealed explosives. Apart from the performance

characteristics mentioned above, the application in the airport

environment calls for an inspection system that must be

nondestructive, non-invasive, automatic, poses no radiation

hazard and produces no remanent radioactivity. In contrast to

X-ray and neutron-based interrogation systems, NRA meets all

these requirements by virtue of being an ultra-low-dose

gamma-ray interrogation method that combines element-

specific radiography with high penetration and adequate (cm-

type) spatial resolution.

For a field-prototype, one would require a 1.75 MeV

proton accelerator capable of producing a 5 mA beam, in order

to generate the requisite resonant radiation via a nuclear

reaction. Present-day accelerator capabilities fall short by a

factor of -5 in beam intensity. The development of a compact,

robust, muIti-mA proton accelerator is thus the major technical

hurdle yet to be surmounted before a deployable explosives

detection system based on nitrogen-NRA can be built.

//. Description of the
NRA Method for
Explosives Detection With few exceptions, explosives contain nitrogen either in

organic form or as nitrate salts. The relatively high nitrogen

density of most explosives can be exploited as a means of

distinguishing them from a host of other commonly-transported

materials. Thus, the NRA method for detecting explosives can

be regarded as nitrogen-specific resonant radiography.
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Benign

N-rlch

Material*

Explosives

Substance

ORLON
WOOL

CHEESE
MEAT

LEATHER
MELAMINE

TNT
PETN

C4
RDX

DETASHEET
DYNAMITE 40%

Density («/cc)

0.3
0.2
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0

1.65
1.73
1.68
1.82
1.47
1.25

N Density (R/CC)

0.08
0.02
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.67

0.31
0.31
0.57
0.69
0.37
0.25

Table I; Bulk & nitrogen densities
of various substances

From this table it is evident that, with the exception of

melamine, the nitrogen density of all non-explosives listed is 3-8

times lower than that of explosives.

Physical Principles of NRA
In NRA the nucleus '^N is raised to an excited state by

absorbing an incident photon. The cross section for excitation of

a nucleus to an excited state E* by absorption of a photon with

energy E has a resonance behavior

where: T r is the total energy width of the level.

F, is the partial width for the direct gamma ray transition to the

ground state.

X is the reduced wavelength corresponding to E«.
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r 27,+1
g ts a statistical spin factor g B

2(2J O

and JE, Ja are the total angular momenta of the excited and

ground nuclear state, respectively.

In MN, at excitations above the proton separation energy

of 7.55 MeV, the nucleus can decay either by emission of a

gamma ray or decomposition into I3C + proton. The cross

sections for such reactions are, respectively:

r r
-?- and aT = ou,(E)-?-
lr lr

where Vp is the partial decay width for protons.

Gamma radiation at 9.17 MeV energy can be resonantly

absorbed by MN nuclei with a high cross section (Omax ~ 2

barns). Such radiation is produced with a proton beam from an

accelerator via the IJC + p capture resonance at Ep - 1.75 MeV

by excited >4N nuclei decaying in flight. Resonant flux at 9.17

MeV is then obtained on the periphery of a cone with polar

angle 0*80.7° to the proton beam, at which the Doppler shift

component compensates for nuclear recoil energy losses in both

emission and absorption of the gamma rays (see Fig. 1).

Detector arrays for scanning items to be inspected can be built

in quadrants of the resonant flux cone around the "C target.
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NITROGEN - SPECIFIC RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING

I3C target

1.75 MeV proton beam

at proton capture resonance

14
N* recoils

9.17 MeV gamma rays
emitted In flight

"On resonance"
observation angle

Dopplers
(emu
_ _ ihifls2 * nuclear recoil
(emission, absorption)

Resonant flux
is attenuated

9.17 MeV

Fig. I. Configuration of the
conical beam employed for
NRA in "N.
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Radiographfc Imaging with

NRA
In NRA transmission imaging, the inspected object is

scanned by a beam of gamma rays, a fraction of which

represent on-resonance flux that is capable of being absorbed

by specific nuclei. In addition to the familiar atomic processes

that attenuate the flux transmitted, these gamma rays will

undergo an additional, nuclear component of attenuation that

is proportional to the line-integrated areal density of these

nuclei (and the element associated with them) in the line-of-

sight from source to detector (Pig. 1). By measuring the

transmission flux at energies on and off resonance and

normalizing appropriately, both the non-resonant (integral-

absorber) and net resonant (element-specific) components of

attenuation can be extracted.

In the case of nitrogen-NRA for explosives detection,

radiographic scanning can be effected by transporting the

baggage across the resonant flux cone, much as in a regular

X-ray system that employs a collimated fan beam. Thus, by

making use of data obtained on and off resonance (see also

following sections), it is inherently possible to generate both

conventional 9.17 MeV radiograms (as with X-rays) and

"Nitrograms", which respectively represent the distributions

of bulk and nitrogen areal density encountered by the gamma

beam. They are obtained in identical geometry.

By taking a large set of projected images with an

appropriate detector array, full tomography can be performed

with NRA, thereby yielding the complete spatial distribution

of the element in question within the interrogated object.

Multi-elemental imaging can also be performed by

choosing appropriate gamma-ray beam energies and
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developing resonant-response detectors (see section 2.4) for

each element.

In the radiography sense, NRA is thus a full imaging

technique with elemental specificity. Where nitrogen-NRA is

concerned, capability for detecting the small quantities of

explosive present in a modem, state-of-the-art bomb has

already been proven4'.

An ideal gamma-ray source for nitrogen-NRA would be

one which emits photons that are all concentrated in an energy

interval of the order of the level width around the 9.17 MeV
I4N resonance, so that all of them undergo resonant attenuation

if the object inspected contains a nitrogenous material. The

total width of the 9.17 MeV level in MN has been determined

by several research groups12*"'. The most recent measurement

is that of the Soreq/LANL collaboration, who determined a

value of rV-122±8eV3).

It turns out that the 7-ray source closest to ideal is the

deexcitation spectrum of the excited I4N* 9.17 MeV level

following proton capture by I3C (see above). In practice, the

resonant photons are emitted with axial symmetry relative to

the proton beam, fonning an angular cone of halfwidth A8~O.7°

centered around 6-80.7°. This width is a convolution

representing the intrinsic level width of A6nucr-0'25° and an

extra-nuclear broadening effect of as yet unknown origin.

Sources of Resonant Radiation

In order to construct such a source for an operational

facility in the aviation-security/baggage-tnspection/'explosives-

detection scenario, one requires a proton accelerator capable of
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Table 2: Gamma rays observed
with I3C pellet target

delivering a proton beam with a current of several mA to a I3C

target. The target must satisfy the following criteria:

• It must contain a "C layer thick enough to integrate

the proton capture resonance yield over all proton energies

present in the beam.

• It must provide non-resonant flux at energies close

to the 9.17 MeV resonant photons. This flux must be

sufficiently intense to permit determination of the non-resonant

component of attenuation, concomitantly with that of the total

attenuation.

• AH target components must show long-term time

stability under mA beam power.

After having gone through a number of experimental

iterations, Soreq now uses a thick I3C pellet target8* as a source

of resonant and non-resonant radiation. Such a target exhibits

the integral yield of all nuclear reactions of p + "C from the

initial bombarding energy down to threshold. The gamma rays

emanate exclusively from resonances in the proton capture

reaction at different beam energies.

When bombarding the pellet at an energy just above the

1.75 MeV resonance that produces the 9.17 MeV gamma-rays,

the following radiations are observed:

Photon Energy

9.17 MeV

8.06 MeV

Relative intensity

1.0

0.57

Continuum y-rays 7.5-9 MeV 0.35
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This target manifests the required stability under

sustained bombardment with high intensity proton beams, due

to the fact that graphite is a rather good heat conductor and

maintains a low vapour pressure up to very high temperatures.

As mentioned above, the gamma-ray source described in

the previous section has an emission spectrum that is -400 eV

broad in energy (-0.7° in angle), or a factor of - 3 broader than

the natural width of the level. Thus, only a fraction of these

photons undergo resonant absorption in the inspected object.

In order to select efficiently the resonant photons out of

the transmitted fraction of the radiation, Soreq has developed

resonant-response detectors that are selectively sensitive to

photons in the 9.17 MeV ±120 eV interval. The detectors

developed here are based on liquid scintillators that contain a

nitrogen-rich cocktail, in which the incident photons react

resonantly with nitrogen via the (Y.p) reaction. The resulting

internally-produced 1.5 MeV proton events can be

distinguished from the numerous electrons and positrons

produced by all gammas via pulse shape discrimination (PSD),

i.e., the difference in scintillation decay time properties, which

can be translated by an appropriate analogue electronic circuit

to time peaks that are separated by -15 ns.

Counting the proton signal provides a measure of the total

transmission attenuation (resonant and non-resonant). The non-

resonant attenuation is determined by counting the electron

signal simultaneously. The net resonant attenuation, which forms

the "nitrogram", is extracted from these two quantities.

Resonant-response detectors maximize contrast

Resonant Detector Array
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sensitivity, thereby favouring the detection of small quantitiesof

explosives. This type of detector is also free of normalization

and target stability problems. Its main shortcoming is low

efficiency, since it has hitherto proved impossible to introduce

more than ~30% nitrogen (weight per weight) into the active

medium without impairing PSD performance by scintillation

quenching. Increasing the density of the nitrogenous medium

and improving the intrinsic PSD resolution of the scintillator

would also be beneficial for the application.

The detector array developed at Soreq consists of 61

resonant detectors and is located inside a light-tight enclosure.

A collimator positioned between the target and the inspected

object reduces the dose to the latter and inhibits scattered

radiation from reaching the detectors.

Detection Experiments
The ability of the system to detect simulated explosives

was demonstrated in a feasibility study performed in 1989

using the Dynamitron accelerator at the University of

Birmingham, England. Fig. 2 shows the image of a simple

bulk explosive simulant, whereas Figs. 3 and 4 show a

suitcase containing various benign nitrogenous items such as

clothing and food, to which explosives simulants of various

forms were added. The columns show three radiographic

views taken from the front, side and top of the object. The

upper row displays conventional (non-resonant attenuation)

radiograms. The middle row shows the "nitrograms" (net

resonant attenuation). The bottom row exhibits processed

nitrograms showing thresholded binary information. The data

from these three views is fed into a reconstruction algorithm

which determines nitrogen density distribution within the

detected object9*.
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In Fig. 2, the image of the dynamite sticks is visible in

both the gammagrams and the nitrograms in all three

projections. However, in the gammagrams one sees also the

outline of the suitcase + other, non-nitrogenous objects. In the

nitrogram, the only other features visible ure pixel noise,

reflecting the statistical fluctuations on the total number of

counts, which was -200 at full transmission. In the filtered and

thresholded nitrogram, an outline of the projected image of the

explosive is clearly visible in all three views.

The experiments whose results are depicted in Figs. 3,4

were attempts to learn whether the large amount of diffuse

nitrogen present in some foodstuffs and clothing items would

give rise to false alarms (apparent explosives) or mask the

presence of real explosives. In both these figures, all the objects

are visible in the gammagrams, but in the nitrograms and

filtercd/thresholded data (row 3) all items apart from the

explosives disappear, except in one projection ("side" view of

Fig. 3 and "top" view of Fig. 4). However, since the data in all

projections is correlated (the total, image-integrated nitrogen

areal density is independent of projection orientation), the diffuse

nitrogen signal can be effectively eliminated as appearing in only

one view. One is only left with the clearly detected bulk (Fig.3 )

and sheet (Fig.4) explosives.

These results conclusively confirm the expectation that,

with cm spatial resolution, all ambiguities between compact,

dense nitrogenous objects (explosives) and voluminous, diffuse

ones (food, clothing) can be successfully resolved. This augurs

extremely well for the false alarm figure-of-merit of an

operational NRA explosives detection system.
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Recently, an eminently successful blind lest was

conducted by the FAA on the Sorcq inspection system using a

LANL RFQ accelerator4'. These data are still classified as

constituting information outside the public domain and are

therefore not presented.

Fiff. 2: Three radlographlc views of
a sultcaie holding 3 slicks of
dynamite simulant

3 Sticks of Dynamite Simulant
(6(K) gr)

NRA - Radiograms

Image-Processed
NHrogm
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Suitcase with Food, Clothes & Explosive
(900 gr Semtex Bulk Simulant)

Fig. 3: Three radiographlc views

of a suitcase containing

food +• clothing (total

nitrogen content equlv.*

2.5 kg Semtex), with I kg

Semtex bulk simulant

NRA - Radiograms

Views

Front Side

Ganunagram

Nitrogram

Image-Processed
Nitrogram •

Top
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Fig. 4: Three radiagraphk views
of same suitcase
containing food +
clothing together with 4
thin sheets of Semtex
simulant placed on the
upper lid

Suitcase with Food, Clothes & Explosive
(600 gr Semtex Sheet Simulant)

Gammagram

NRA - Radiograms

Views

Front Side Top

Nitrogram

Image-Processed
Nitrogram
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The above-mentioned nilrogen-NRA explosive*

detection prototype consists of: resonant gamma detection

hardware and software, a baggage inspection module holding

up to four standard-size suitcases and computerized motion

control for performing multi-view rudiographic imaging. An

ion accelerator is needed to produce the 1.75 McV proton

beam thai, in turn, generates (he requisite 9.17 McV resonant

gamma rays via a nuclear reaction. The NRA system is at

present installed at the Van dc Graaff accelerator laboratory

of the Wcizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. For a

field-prototype, one would require a high-current accelerator

capable of producing a 5 mA beam. Present-day accelerator

capability falls short by a factor of ~5 in beam intensity.

Development of a compact, multi-mA proton accelerator is

thus the major technical hurdle yet to be surmounted before a

deployable NRA explosives detection system can be built.

Due to overall FAA R&D budget cuts, Soreq is seeking new

partners for bringing the NRA method to maturity, in view of

its proven potential and the persistence of the terrorist threat

to international civil aviation.

///. Present Project
Status

Explosives

Narcotics
In a recent theoretical study, Soreq collaborated with

Science Research Laboratory (SRL) of Somerville. MA in

showing that NRA has distinct potential for detecting

narcotics concealed in baggage, cargo and vehicles10'.

Specifically, the detection of - 10 kg quantities of narcotics

contraband in loaded full-size marine containers appears

achievable. The detection is based on measuring the

carbon/oxygen ratio, which is known to constitute an

adequately specific signature for narcotics'" (see Fig. 5).
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Soreq/SRL have shown10' that there are favourable levels for

NRA in "C (at 4.43 MeV) and in (6O (a doublet at 6.92 and

7.11 MeV), that are populated in the (p,a-y) reaction on I5N

and "F, respectively. A computer simulation of the C/O ratio

image for cocaine concealed in a container full of sugar is

shown in Pig. 6. For the inspection times to be less than 15

minutes per container, - S mA of protons are needed, but the

proton energy must be higher than for explosives detection,

-3.5 MeV, Further feasibility tests are required before a full

prototype is built. To fund the continuation of this RAD

program, new grant applications in Israel and the U.S. have

been submitted.

0000

Fig. 5: Carbon vs. oxygen
stoichtometry for benign
organic substances A
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RESONANT TRANSMISSION IMAGES (RAW "DATA)

I2C (4.43 MeV) '*O(6.92+7.12 MeV)

STAGES IN DRUG DETECTION IMAGE PROCESSING
l)C-0 Difference Map Relative to Pure Sugar Contents

2) Smoothed Difference Map (SDM) 3) Same SDM, Threshotded

Fig. 6: Computer simulation of
NRA CIO transmission
ratio image of four 6 kg
cocaine lumps concealed
within sugar cargo stacked
to 130 metres height
(radiographed from above).

The NRA method provides a powerful technique for

detecting small quantities of nitrogenous explosives even if they

are placed within a suitcase containing much larger quantities of

nitrogen from benign objects. This is possible due to its good

spatial resolution and the use of resonant-response detectors that

maximize nitrogram contrast sensitivity. The high energy

gamma-rays are highly penetrating, so that the method can be

used for inspection of large and dense objects.

IV. Summary
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A major advantage of NRA over neutron-based activation

methods is superior spatial resolution. This primarily reflects

the fact that transmission imaging is a finer spatial probe than

the single-photon-emission tomography employed there. Other

important advantages of the NRA method over the alternative

methods are its inherent invulnerability to shielding

countermeasures and complete absence of induced

radioactivity. Furthermore, the radiation dose delivered to the

inspected object with NRA in explosives detection is well

below 0.1 mrad per scan, at least an order-of-magnitude lower

than any other radiation-based method in the arena today.

Also, no remanent activity whatsoever is created.

For operational deployment of NRA-based inspection

systems a high-current, low energy proton accelerator is needed

to produce the resonant radiation. This item requires some

further development, but should be well within the reach of

present-day accelerator expertise. An operational NRA system

for any of the above-mentioned inspection scenarios will

require a S mA proton beam at 1.75 MeV (explosives

detection) or at -3.5 MeV (narcotics detection). Element-

specific NRA systems also require judicious choice of the

nuclear level, the reaction that populates it, a detector variant

that ensures resonant response and an inspection geometry that

uses the resonant flux available in an optimal fashion.

Since NRA systems are inherently costly and large, their

future is envisaged primarily in cargo and vehicle inspection,

where the high radiation penetrability is fully brought into play.

The prospect of developing an NRA system for detecting drugs

concealed in marine containers accords a high priority to this

R&D activity.
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